POWER SHUTDOWN

August 17, 20
Sravana 26, 1941

A power shutdown has been arranged on August 19, 2019 at 11KV Chogum feeder from 9.00 a.m. to 12.00 p.m. to carry out restringing work. The areas affected are Green Valley, Savlem, Indian Audit, Govekar Nagar, Navetim and surrounding areas.

Further on August 20, 2019 from 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. at 11KV RND Feeder. The areas affected are Teen Building, Volavt, Ramnagar, Monanagar, Patel Estate, RND Workshop, Gurudwara and surrounding areas.

Similarly on August 21, 2019 from 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. at 11KV Malim Feeder. The areas affected are Haliwada, Coelho Wado, Brittona Panchayat, Virlosa, Ekodi Manas and surrounding areas.
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